On eastern side install a pram ramp and connect to path on Mulgrave Rd approximately 7m.
On western side install 65m x 2m footpath in 3 sections between driveways, 42m, 12m and 7m.

At Svendsen Street Pedestrian paint box to be angled to allow for culvert crossing on the north side and offset on the south side.
Leave a 2m wide footpath with in area outlined blue
Install a 1m wide chevron island in area marked red
Paint 90 degree bays 5.4m x 2.5m
Mark a 1.5m wide bicycle lane next to edgeline
At each intersection mark a Blue box 8m x 2m in line with side street kerb and install yellow tactiles 1800 x 600 Provide edgelines into side streets